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International Catholicism?
There's an app for that!
New mobile app, with the church's bless-
ing, is designed to help Catholics confess.
"Confession" offers password-protecte- d
profiles and advice on contrition. The app
received the official blessing of a U.S. bish-
op the first for an iPhone app
National Women dies after reciev-in- g
butt implants
According to ABC 6 Philadelphia, police
are investigating the death of a women af-
ter she had a procedure to enhance her but-
tocks. The procedure was done on Monday
in Southwest Phillly mean the Philadelphia
International Airports. Complications en-
sued. She died later at Mercy Fitzgerald
Hospital in Delaware County.
Local Youngstown Campus shoot-
ers ARRESTED AND CHARGED
Two men have been arrested and charged
for the Youngtown State University cam-
pus shooting. Each man is charged with ag-
gravated murder, shooting into a house and
eleven counts of felonious assault. Suspects
where involved in a dispute at the party, and
came back later that evening opening fire on
eleven people.
International - AOL agrees to
ACQUIRE HUFFINGTON POST
Arianna Hiiffington is slated to lead the
newly firmed The Huffington Post Media
Group, which will integrate Huffington
Post with AOL Content. This media group
will reach 117 million Americans and 270
million people around the world.
The acquisition Will solidify AOL's strat-
egy of creating a premier content network
with local, national and international reach.
(The Huffington Post)
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"Love is not love which alters; when it alteration finds, or bends with its remover to remove.
William Shakespeare
!"I "T " r ' Snow day! College campus closes down
Amanda Sidman
Voice Staff
At 6:30 a.m. last Wednesday, cell
X-lLphon-
es buzzed with a message that
the campus was closed due to dangerous
weather conditions caused by a region-wid- e
storm. For only the second time in decades,
a snow day was declared at The College of
Wooster. Cars were encased in a layer of
thick ice and the ground was transformed
into a slick, glassy surface that sent every-
one sliding and skidding around campus.
Many students took advantage of the
unusual weather caused by Tuesday nighfs
storm. .Andreja Siliunas .'14 and three of
her friends got creative by using the fro-
zen ground of Kauke arch as an ice skat-
ing rink. "It was so slippery that ice-skat- es
were more practical than boots," said Sili-
unas. Abbas Sabur '11 and Fernanda Iunes
'11 grabbed their cameras and headed out
to take artsy photos of crystallized tree
branches and luminous icicles that hung
from benches and lamp posts.
While most of the college campus
died indoors, President Grant Cornwell
had escaped northwestern Ohio and was in
Morocco. With the president out of town,
many others were called on to make the
quick decision about whether or not the
College could weather the harsh condi-
tions. Those involved in making that call
included Provost Carolyn Newton and the
Emergency Steering Committee (ESC),
chaired by Dean of Students Kurt Holmes.
One of the duties'of the ESC is to act as an
emergency response team in urgent situa-
tions. Dean Holmes said that his "Primary
concern was safety, we look to maximize
the ability for class to proceed, but have to
err on the side of closing down if personal
safety would be compromised."
At first Newton thought that classes
could continue as normal as long as the
campus maintained power. However, as she
left her office in Galpin at 1 1:30 p.m. Tues-
day night, she was shocked by how quickly
the conditions had worsened. "It took me
45 minutes to walk home from Galpin, and
I felt very fortunate to make it safely home
without injury," said Newton. "I fell many
times as I slid home. It was at that point
that I realized that we might need to close
classes even if we had power."
While all campus facilities'were initially
to be closed all day, many, including Ma-
cLeod's Coffee Bar and Mom's, were open
for several hours during the day and Lowry
served food until 8 p.m. as usual. In addition
to these normal dining and convenience
services, a variety of activities, including
a popcorn machine, craft tables, Wii on the
big screen, board games, a fire and s'mores
were provided in Lowry Pit. Rachel Mes-
senger, assistant director for student ac-
tivities and area director for residence life,
was the only Student Activities
employee on campus. She en-
listed a team of Residence Life
staff to make the Lowry Pit ac-
tivities happen. Even if she had
not been on campus on Wednes-
day, Messenger says she would
have still been called on to help
out. "I could have been flipping
pancakes in Lowry," said Mes-
senger. "Sometimes we have to
rally, so that's what we do."
Billy DeNise, the craft vendor
from Toledo, had braved the bad
weather and set up his stand in
Lowry Pit among the crazi-ne- ss
of Mario Kart and Con-
nect Four. The snow day turned
out to be advantageous for De-Nis- e's
show, which displayed
woven hats and bags, metal jew-
elry, blown glass pendants and
many other handcrafted items
If 1 ' 1
A view
(Photo
from around the world. "Since Lowry and
the library were the only places to go on
campus that day... this set up a 'captive au-
dience' situation so I had a better than aver-
age day," said DeNise. He came to Wooster
from Toledo on Tuesday afternoon to avoid
the storm that was predicted to worsen as
the night progressed. Rather than stay the
night in a hotel, DeNise slept in his vehi- -
Continued on page 2
of the ice storm from Kauke Arch
by Anrew Collins).
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Feb. 2 marked the first snow day The College has seen in decades
(Photo by Andrew Collins).
Judicial Board hosts open house for students, staff
Kris Fronzak
News Editor
majority of College ofTheWooster students do not
relish in the prospect of having
to sit through a meeting with the
Judicial Board, as it usually signi-
fies that the student has committed
some violation of the Scot's Key.
The Judicial Board, or J-B- oard as it
is frequently referred to, is "an or-
ganization composed of students,
faculty, and staff of the College
of Wooster whose aim is to fairly
administer decision's on issues,"
according to Matthew Miller '11,
Hearing Board Member of the
Judicial Board. The variety of dif-
ferent backgrounds; International
students, Greek life, Residence
Life, which student Board mem-
bers bring to the cases they ex
amine is vital to the success of the
organization according to Miller.
He also stressed that many mem-
bers of the campus community are
unaware that the Scot's Key is the
primary document on which the
Judicial Board bases judgements in
its cases.
dane: "Does the Scot's Key allow
of the use of candles inside dorm
rooms?" which nearly all students
answered correctly, to the seri-
ous: "Does- - the Scot's Key address
drinking games?" Citing page 51
of the Scot's Key, drinking games
The Monday evening Members of the ug commu.Judicial Board Open House
provided a much needed nity are unaware that the Scot's
refresher for the campus ir ,Wlirno
community, it was an op-
portunity for students to
"get to know" the Judicial
Board members. Board
members engaged the
students in attendance using live
polling on "true or false" ques-
tions relating to the Scot's Key in
order to gauge their knowledge
of the Scot's Key. Questions posed
to students ranged from the mun--
To: Haggis
From: tAiks
Thnnk you for a won-
derful three years. I
love you.
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which the Judicial Board bases
judgement in its cases.
"games or devices designed for
rapid consumption of alcohol is
considered irresponsible behav-
ior and is not allowed...and any
student found,..may face disciplin-
ary action." Miller also stated that
"water pong," while not technically
a drinking game, is prohibited on
campus as it can involve drinking.
An informative point which the
Judicial Board members raised was:
"Scenario: You are under the legal
drinking age. Someone who is of
age leaves alcohol in your
room. Can you face charg-
es?" According to the Scot's
Key, College of Wooster
students are personally re-
sponsible for all articles and
goings on in their rooms re
gardless of their origin. To
answer the question, Col--
lege of Wooster students
can face charges for this offense.
Furthermore, users of smoke-
less tobacco products and regular
products must adhere to the same
guidelines and regulations, includ-
ing: 25 feet away from all College
buildings, prohibited inside Col-
lege buildings, and prohibited at
College affiliated sporting events.
Miller stated that the Scot's Key is
revised every year in order to deal
with new issues and problems that
the campus encounters and urged
students to re-exam- ine the Scot's
Key at the beginning of each aca-
demic school year.
The members of the Judicial
Board envisioned this event was a
way to bridge the perceived gap be-
tween the members of the campus
and the Judicial Board. The Judi-
cial Board will be accepting appli-
cations for new members starting
in April with groups and individ-
ual interviews. Further, anyone
interested in applying for a Judi-
cial Board position should contact
Chris Miller '11 at chmillerll
wooster.edu.
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Anti-abortio-n group
targets organization
w
A Planned Parenthood representative (Photo by Linda Kuster).
Gina Christo
News Editor
An anti-aborti- on group called
Live Action released an undercover
video taken in its latest endeavor to
take down Planned Parenthood. In
the video, the Live Action opera-
tives, posing as a pimp and prosti-
tute, seek sexual health assistance
in the New Jsey clinic.
The video released by Live Ac-
tion, a conservative and pro-li- fe or-
ganization, depicts a clinic employ-
ee offering to give health services
to prostitutes in a sex ring without
notifying law enforcement. The
video also shows footage of the
employee suggesting some girls
lie about their age when seeking
sexual health service at Planned
Parenthood.
The New Jersey clinic was not
the only branch targeted that week.
Planned Parentood reports that
sex traffickers had visited at least
eleven clinics, and all visits were
reported to the Justice Department.
However, based on the identifica-
tion of some of the visitors, it was
concluded that all eleven visits were
a hoax sponsored by Live Action.
According to Planned Parenthood,
this group has had a history of un-
dercover videotaping and manipu-
lative editing in slanderous take-
down campaigns.
This is not the first time a lib-
eral organization has suffered from
the agenda pushing the conserva-
tives' video manipulation. In 2009,
the Associate for Community Or-
ganizations for Reform Now was
stripped of government funding
because of a video created by Han-
nah Giles and James O'Keefe whidi
was edited to make the it look like
ACORN was assisting a pimp and
his prostitute. In July 2010, Shir-
ley Sherrod was removed from her
position as United States
ment of Agriculture when a video
clip of her speaking at an N.A.A.C.P
event was edited to make it appear
as though she regularly discrimi-
nates against white people. What
was edited out was Sherrod explain-
ing how she learned from working
with the farmer that all people must
overcome their prejudices.
,
The Planned Parenthood clinic
manager was depicted in the video
in question has been fired. Further-
more, vice presidentfor communica-
tions of the national federation said
Planned Parenthood remains strong
in their "zero tolerance" policy for
unethical behavior and it is believed
that the behavior filmed was very
much an isolated incident While
the legitimacy of the video is in
question, the ethics of Planned Par
enthood shall remain under intense
scrutiny in the coming months.
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Snow off your
investigative
.skills !
Become a writer for
the News section of
the Voice!
Email the News Editors,
Gina Christo and Kris
Fronzak, at voicencws
wooster.edu.' .
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While we strive to
achieve excellence every
week, we, too, some-
times fall short. Please
send your corrections to
Voicewooster.edu
Aphrodisiacs proven ineffective
KrisFronzak
News Editor
Unfortunately for lovers
and would-b- e lovers every-
where, the Food and Drug. Ad-
ministration has confirmed that
over-the-coun- ter aphrodisiacs are
ineffective as best, and can be poi-
sonous at worst.
Their effects are purely men-
tal believing that something
will get you "in the mood" is likely
to convince you that you are in the
mood. Scientific research does not
support the use of aphrodisiacs,
and the only reliable methods of
treating erectile dysfunction are
prescribed medication, weight
loss or cessation of smoking.
Aphrodisiacs are named after
the Greek goddess of love and
desire, Aphrodite. They've been
widely used since the Greeks first
researched animal, herbal and'
plant concoctions. However, as
time has passed, these original,
safe (if not particularly effective)
products have been replaced with
many unsafe alternatives. Warn-
ings from the FDA have been ig-
nored by the still-growi- ng num-
ber of people eating, drinking
and otherwise "testing out" these
products, ranging from the more
common chocolate and oysters to
the bizarre and downright ridicu-
lous deer sperm, esscence of ra-
coon ear and Pepsi.
The more common aphrodisi-
acs in the Western world do in-
deed have a basis in fact. For ex
ample, chocolate increases blood
Snow Day from page 1
cle. "It actually .wasn't all that cold.
Tuesday night," said DeNise, "The
ice .on the windshield was melting
off in the morning all by itself."
Overall, everyone was impressed
with the teamwork that was
shown by the campus community.
"Wooster has a fantastic group of
staff," said Dean Holmes. "There
flow. But in order for the blood
flow to have a significant effect on
arousal, it has to be eaten in excess
something that's more likely to
put consumers out of the .mood.
Alcohol functions not as a libido
increaser, but as a reducer of inhi-
bitions'. A chemical in watermelon
can increase blood flow and relax
blood vessels, but the chemical in
mostly found in the inedible rind
of the fruit.
Certain foods such as popsicles
and oysters can bring to mind the
reproductive organs, however,
their effects are limited to visual-
ization. Eating them does not di-
rectly affect arousal.
It follows, therefore, that the
actual effect of aphrodisiacs is
mainly a mental one. It may be par
if JT
were grounds people here at 4 a.m.
clearing sidewalks. Some food ser-
vice staff stayed at friends' homes
so they could make it to work on
Wednesday. Security, and nurses
worked overnight shifts." Director
of Libraries Mark Christel was able
to open the library due to the will-
ingness of student library staff to
tially due to a conditioned response
linking certain foods with sexual
activities frequently enough can ac-
tually cause the body to "gear up"
upon seeing or tasting those foods
much the same way that hearing
a bag rustle can make a pet salivate
for food. But most likely it is due to
a placebo effect, wherein believing
that certain foods, scents, etc will
have an effect on libido actually
convinces your body that they're
having an effect.
In the event your boyfriend of
girlfriend brings over some straw-
berries and cream or chocolate to
tempt you this Valentine's Day,
treat the foods for what they are:
food, not mystical products de-
signed to make your sexual appetite
flare.
Ik
Pepsi is just one of the many products commonly touted
as aphrodisiacs (Photo by Linda Kuster).
work on their "free day."
Thanks to the effort put forth by
the individuals who went out of
their way to make sure everything
did not come to a screeching halt
due to Tuesday's and Wednesday's
unfavorable weather, The College
has survived its second snow day in
the past decade.
Panel on Middle East Perspectives offers insight
On Monday, Feb. 7 in Lean Lecture Hell, faculty, students and guest lecturers had a con-
versation about recent uprising in the Middle East. The lecture was designed to bring clarity
on the history and current state of affairs in Tunisia, Egypt, Jordan and Yemen. The lecture
was put on by the political science department and was open to all interested students and
faculty. Panelist included Professors Mazen Naous and Matt Krain, both of whom have spent
time in the Middle East.
Student Adel-E- I Adawy '11 (at left) brought the perspective' of an international student whose
country is in chaos. He spoke of what the chaos locks lll;e fom an insider on the outside, and how
he thinks the uprising will affect his country's gov: rr.;r.:r,t and re!e in the international system.
The College was also fortunate enough to I . . . e AssocL'o Economics Professor Mehdi
Ben Guirat from Laurentian University wcih in. Repelling via Ckypo from Cairo, Professor
Mehdi shared a very insightful perspective on the ongoing conflict. His personal experience
truly brought the Middle Eastern conflicts, particularly tl,D chaos in Egypt, to The Col!
Wooster.
Campus Security Briefs Jan 24 - Feb 7, 2011
TlIHFT
2 1 2:39 p.m Gault Library .
Laptop taken from third floor of Library
Information
1313:58 p.m. Beall Ave
Reported female in car yelling "I'm being
kidnapped driving south on Beall"
229:23 a.m. Scheide Music
Were soldering and caused alarm
242:07 p.m. Holden Hall
Custodian accidently discharged extin-
guisher
251:35 a.m. Holden Hall
Burning sage in her room, not present
Alcohol
2410:10 p.m. Bornhuetter Hall
Alchohol found in room
25 1 :50 a.m. Kenarden Lodge
Drank too much was vomiting
251:57 a.m. Lowry Center
Drank too much, taken to Wellness
26 1:01a.m. Lot.24Holden
Suspect drank too much, take to Wellness
263:42 a.m. Lowry Center.
Drank too much taken to room w friend
DlSOKDKULY
2412:13 a.m. Golf Course
Three suspects caught hiding from SPS on
course
Vandalism
1 3 1 3:30 a.m. Miller Manor
Damage to window in kitchen
2512:41 a.m. Ricket House
Reported seeing person break window.
Reportedly threw himself at window
258:25 a.m. Bornhuetter Hall
Someone broke door closer to exterior
cge of
26 1 :54 a.m. I lolden 1 lall
Someone shot off extinguisher in hall ,
262:58 a.m. Lewis House
Door in house damaged from being kicked
263:36 a.m. Holden Hall
Towel dispenser broken
269:15 a.m. Campus Quad
SPS found grafiti in several locations
261 1:39 a.m. Lowry Center
Someone removed toliet paper holder
271:14 a.m. Kieffer House
Was upset and started throwing things
IIahhassmknt
241:15 a.m. Stevenson I lall
Reportedly being stalked by former boyfriend
SimSTANCK
.
24 10: 10 p.m. Bornhuetter I lall
Had drugs and parphernalia in his room
25 11:1 1p.m. Bornhuetter I lall
Had drugs in paraphernalia in her room ,
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My Lilly Experience
Bazrhail and Kareem, two young
children from an impoverished
neighborhood in inner-cit- y Lahore in
Pakistan, leaveTTI their home early
m i vtvijrevery morningniui fillip
I to collect paper
waste wherever
they can find it.
Usman Gul They spend up to
six hours search- -
ing for paper or cardboard in parks,
streets, public trashcans and alleys.
Their daily lunch depends on whether
or not they can gather enough paper
waste to satisfy their parents, who sell
the paper to recycling companies to
earn their livelihood.
As I recorded the children's daily
lives as part of a documentary-makin- g
project, I became good friends with
them and they began to share their lit-
tle secrets with me. On my last day of
making the documentary, Bazmail told
me that he
had been se- - j returned to
cretlv col ect- -
-
ing abandoned Of WoOSter last AugUSt
.
as studying
books from a reformed individual. Mv abroad.
public places pYnoripnpp nhrnarl malp' trip
. and storing i: i.u j.
them in a hid- - realize uie true worm oi uie
den compart-opportuniti- es that I previ- -
ment at home. Qusl for granted
Upon seeing J
his collection,
I came across books in English, a lan-
guage he could not understand. I asked
Bazmail how he would learn to read
and he said, "You can read and write.
Won't you teach me?" Unlike other un-
derprivileged children, Bazmail had not
asked me for some extra money on our
last day together. Instead, he had asked
for something far greater.
10-year--old Bazmail had a sincere
desire to learn, read, write and discover
life outside of his neighborhood. How-
ever, he did not have the means to do
so. A vast majority of children in the
developing world do not have access
to education. Many of them have been
locked in an inescapable chain of pov-
erty and child labor for generations. It
bothers me to know that I have done .
absolutely nothing to earn the opportu-
nities available to me. By virtue of luck
I was born to a family that could afTord
an American education.
I returned to The College of Wooster
last August as a reformed individual.
--tt Voice -
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of The Wooster Voice and cannot be
My experience abroad made me real-
ize the true worth of the opportunities
that I previously took for granted. I
never thought the Internet could serve
as an amazing gateway to a myraid of
vuiaiaiiuiug vyvi luiuuca. il licvci vv--
curred to me that I could accumulate
a wealth of knowledge in a variety of
disciplines and become a walking, talk-
ing encyclopedia thanks to our rich col-
lege libraries. There is an endless list
of opportunities; it is only a matter of
reaching out for them. In broad terms,
my experiences abroad have signifi-
cantly increased my level of motivation
and ambition to pursue the life goals
that I have set for myself.
While it may sound cliche, such ex-
periences abroad can be incredibly life-changi- ng,
and my experience was ex-
actly this. However, sometimes students
returning from study abroad would tell
you that their experiences were not
necessarily profound or life-changi- ng.
That is be
cause . theyThe CollegeD urpro cimnKr
It's a whole
d i f f e rentJ.L. r j.u
thing to be
leading a proj-
ect on your
own in a dif--
ferent country
than to be merely attending classes. I
believe that you will truly break out of
the "Wooster bubble" when you follow
these three guidelines. First, experi-
ence a society that is extremely dif-
ferent in culture and values than that
of the United States. Second, delve
into that culture and society be-
cause closely observing a culture is
one thing and becoming a part of it
is another (in many cases, this only
happens when you have to complete
a difficult project that requires col
laboration). Thirdly, pursue a proj
ect where you are not just attending
.classes, getting trained or learning
information that is fed to you, but
instead getting things done on your
own. In my opinion, this is the recipe -- i
for making the most of your experi-
ence abroad.
Usman Gul is a contributor fur the
' Voice. He can be reached for comment at
UGull2wooster.edu.
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Senior Dilemma: I. S. versus Job Hunt
The first time a prospectivestudent sets foot on The Col-e- ge
of Wooster's campus, he or she
are told about
the Indepen-
dent Study pro-
gram,pi walkedthrough Gault
library to look
at the carrels
Hannah Diorio-Tot- h
and explained
the importance
of the Tootsie Roll to seniors. Even
if someone has never visited campus,
anyone who has seen the College's
website is immediately greeted by
four videos of seniors describing
their Independent Studies. With so
much emphasis placed on I.S., se-
niors put all of their focus into this
project, and are left with little time
to concentrate on post-gra- d plans.
A student's entire career at
Wooster is spent preparing for I.S..
The College's website even states
that "I.S. really is the heart and soul
of a Wooster education, affecting
everything from how professors
teach intrbductory classes to why
students are exposed to research
opportunities as early as the second
semester of their first year." With
Revoke the Death Penalty now
A ccording to USA Today,
ijLlO of Ohio's Catholic lead-
ers, including Cincinnati's Arch
bishop Den- -
nis Schnurr3 and Colum- -
Bishop
Campbell,
signed
Emily Tarr . statement
for the
end of the death penalty in Ohio.
Ohio Supreme Court Justice Paul
Pfeifer and former director of the
state prisons Terry Collins also
support an end to capital punish-me- at
in the state. In 2010, eight
people in the state of Ohio were
put to death the most since 1 9 49.
In their statement, the bishops
stated that "just punishment
can occur without resorting I
to the death penalty," and to
that ihey believe the death feelpenalty is immoral in almost
all cases. to
I ' would have to agree.
Certainly we need the jus-
tice system to uphold the
law and ensure the safety way
and security of . citizens, just
and I definitely believe that
those convicted of crimes
need to face consequences, includ-
ing lengthy jail sentences. Howev-
er, the death penalty is one conse-
quence that I believe no one should
have to face. I consider the death
penalty to be morally wrong. I do
not feel that anyone has the right
to take someone else's life, no mat-
ter what the crime. An' eye-for-- an
eye mentality is no way to create a
peaceful and just society.
One of the problems with the
death penalty is that it takes away
all chances for reform. In my opin
weaker tVt ait--.
ua
cmone mws
lotunt o cry and
get .intoQi
First Year Seminar, writing inten-
sive classes and Junior Independent
Study, the curriculum at Wooster is
structured to prepare students to be
able to complete the year-lon- g cap-
stone project that awaits them. For
a college that has included the I.S.
program in its curriculum for over
CO years, Wooster has no problem
preparing students for this endeavor.
Although I.S. is usually considered
to be the most important part of
Wooster students' college careers,
as well as one of their biggest ac-
complishments, I wish that the Col-
lege structured the curriculum more
around life after I.S. Monday. As a
college community we always preach
to get involved, but after taking
that advice, by senior year students
are members or leaders of several
groups and hold on-cam- pus jobs.
Pile on the deadlines, weekly meet-
ings and routine all-night- ers of I.S.,
and they're lucky if their laundry
gets done, let alone job applications.
It is not tha the College lacks the
resources to help students prepare
for their future. The Career Service
Center at the College does hold in-
formational sessions, resume clinics
and job fairs. The Gault Alumni
ion, even it someone is sentenced
to life in prison without any chance
of parole, they could still learn to
be a better person while in prison. '
One notable example is Karla
Faye Tucker, a Texas woman con-bu- s's
victed of murder in 9H) and ex-Freder- ick
ecuted in 1998. Tucker became
famous for her conversion to Chris-hav- e
tianity while waiting to be execut-- a
ed. Her conversion seemed so pow-calli- ng
erful and real that it led numerous
people to appeal to the state on her
behalf, including a United Nations
commissioner, Newt Gingrich, tel-evange- list
Pat Robertson, and even
the brother of one of the murder
victims. Sadly, their appeals were
not granted. If Tucker had been
allowed to live, she could have been
a source of great inspiration to
consider the death penality
be morally wrong. I do not
that anyone as the right
take someone else's ife, no
matter what the crime. An
eye-for-an-- eye mentality is no
to create a peaceful and
society.
many others through prison minis-
try, and she would have served as
proof that reform is possible.
Moreover, prisoners sentenced
to death often wait extremely long
periods for their execution to oc-
cur. Tucker waited H years. Forc-
ing someone to await their death
for long periods of time seems to
fit the definition of cruel and un-
usual punishment, something that
is illegal in our society.
On a less ethical and more practi-
cal note, the death penalty is also
3Friday,February 1 1
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Center can connect students with
alumni in their area who work in
a specific field. However when se-
niors survive one chapter at a time,
they may not take advantage of
these opportunities as early as they
could have, The problem is that
Wooster places so much emphasis
on I.S. that it becomes the student's
only priority.
If the College's main goal is
to get students ready for the real
world, they should do more to pro-
mote the services that Wooster has
to offer. Obviously, this isn't high
school seniors don't need guid-
ance counselors. But by intertwin-
ing the Independent Study program
with career planning and creating a
new tradition, the College would
help students learn how they can
utilize their I.S. in their job or grad-
uate school hunt. A few changes
. would alter the dynamic on campus,
show that the College is becoming
involved in helping seniors, and
shift the focus from only I.S. to life
beyond Wooster.
Hannah Diorio-Tot- h is a Viewpoints editor
for the Voice. She can be reached for com-
ment at HDiorio-Tothllwooster.e- du.
a drain on our economy. Accord
ing to an article by the Associated
Press, many states have found that
it is tens of millions of dollars
cheaper to convict criminals to life
in prison then to execute them. As
the state budget is created and de-
bated, Ohio Democratic Represen-
tative Ted Celeste plans to make
this argument for abolishing the
death penalty in Ohio. Celeste also
states that many counties avoid the
death penalty because of its ex-
pense, illustrating that the death
penalty does not always ensure
equal justice. People charged in dif-
ferent counties face different likeli-
hoods of being sentenced with the
death penalty, which is an unjust
situation.
However, for me, the worst aspect
of the death penalty is that
it takes away our hope for
the convicted criminal. The
presence of the death pen-
alty indicates that we have
lost all hope that a person
can change for the better. In
a world with so much misery
and violence, I think that we
need to have hope that even
the worst people in society
can be transformed.
Yet, despite all of this evi-
dence against the death penalty, it is
likely that capital punishment will
not be abolished without a fight.
Ohio Attorney General Mike DeW-in- e,
as well as Ohio Governor John
Kasich, are just a few of the many
that support capital punishment.
.
While I like the governor and the
attorney general, I hope that this is
one fight that doesn't go their way.
Emily Tarr is a Senior Staff Writer for
the Voice. She can be reachedfor comment
at ETarrl lwooster.edu.
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Creative senior IS.: A loving eulogy to Chattanooga
Virginia Henry
Voice Staff
Perhaps you're familiar with
the question, "How did you
end up at Wooster?" During my four
years here, I've been asked this same
thing countless times. I typically re-
spond by saying that I liked the inde-
pendent academic environment and
that the encouraging, student-focus- ed
atmosphere was an attractive
counter to big university education.
But I will let you in on a little secret:
that's a lie.
As a high school senior choosing
a college, I only cared about two I
things: getting out of the Deep
South and going to an unintimi-datin- g
School. I didn't hear about a
Independent Study until first-ye- ar
orientation, and I had no idea what
wonderful opportunities I would
find here. a
Looking back, it's pretty clear
that I was running from the pressur-
e-filled, distinctly Southern at-
mosphere of my all-gir- ls, private
high school. But I have grown and
changed a lot in four years, and my
senior I.S. has turned into a meta-
phorical return home, one that will
preface my actual homecoming fol-
lowing graduation.
Perhaps I should have outgrown
my high school attitude a little
quicker, because my first year I
thought I knew something for sure:
I was not going to major in English.
When I decided to major in English
my sophomore year, I knew for sure
I would not write a creative I.S. And
when I decided to write a creative
I.S. this summer, I knew for sure I
was not going to write about my
hometown.
So of course, I spend every night
at my keyboard typing and thinking
about my hometown. For my senior
project, I'm creating a poetry series
that revolves around my childhood
home, Chattanooga, Tenn.
Chattanooga is a little goldmine
of interesting history. Because of its
geography and location, the city has
shone in many American milestone
moments. For example, during the
Civil War, significant battles erupt-
ed in Chickamauga, on Missionary
Culture club
Emily Tarr
Senior Staff Writer
The Culture Club is a forum for
students to discuss their interests in
people and social movements around
the world.
Previously known as the Socio-
logyAnthropology Club, this year's
members decided to rename the club
in order to add a bit more zest to its
title while still trying to stay true to
the group's purpose and goals.
At typical weekly meetings, one
person usually gives an informal talk
on his or her Independent Study,
current research or an interesting
topic from a current course.
The meetings give a place for stu-
dents to discuss their work in a casu-
al atmosphere and get support from
their peers.
After the presentations, students
have open discussions about the top-
ic and ask the presenter questions.
Culture Club co-Presid- ent Larken
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Ridee and on Lookout Mountain
all landmarks just miles from my
parents' house.
More personally, Chattanooga is
important because it has been home
to my family for generations. I've
been hearing stories about grand-
parents and great-grandpare- nts
since I was a little girl. I've now be-
gun to realize that these stories are
rooted as deeply in the city's soil as
they are in my family's memory. The
ghosts of my ancestors have burr
rowed into the ridges like the ghosts
of the Civil War. The history and
the land are part of my heritage and
have sprung like a weed from the
Chattanooga Valley. '
My poetry series has turned into
sort of old country wheel. I think
of it as a wheel because it has a sol- -.
id center with a number of divided
lines that constantly rotate to form
cycle that has no clear beginning
or end.
The theme of piace, of Chatta-
nooga as a physical and metaphysi-
cal space, is the axel. The individual
poems lines about the local insane
asylum, the Trail of Tears and child-
hood monsters are the spokes.
The flow of my series is the circu-
lar frame, the way the poems overlap
while still moving forward. I would
like to think the series progresses,
and mirrors a development within
me, but sometimes I think I'm just
spinning wheels.
Many of my poems deal with
heavy issues like loss, prejudice and
ambivalence. However, as I continue
to roll along, I have begun to see the
hope and rebirth that rise from decay.
One of the things I love most about
poetry is its ability to hold paradox- -'
es light and dark, life and death
within one poem, individual lines
and even singular words. I think of
the many pieces I wrote at the begin-
ning of this journey are simply neg-
ative while, as my writing improved
and my I.S. progressed, my recent
work has become more complex.
Though home is the unifying theme
between the poems, there are several
alternate motifs that continue to ap-
pear throughout my series. These
subsequent patterns have evolved
in an organic way, without much in-- .
caters new
Yackulic ' 1 1 said the weekly discus- - '
sions are one of her favorite aspects
of the club; not only does she enjoy
sharing her own work, she loves
hearing what others in the club are
up to,
Yackulic is currently writing an
I.S. focused on the relationship be-
tween small communities in the
Rocky Mountain west and public
lands.
"It's encouraging when people are
interested in your project," she said.
Vice President Alison Hall '11
agrees. "Witnessing my peers par-
ticipate in passionate discussion out-
side of the classroom gives me inspi-
ration to contribute my own feelings
about different issues," she said.
"I enjoy how we incorporate such
diverse topics of interest into one
common club theme."
In addition to weekly meetings, the
Culture Club periodically hosts mov-
ie nights during the semester.
Recent films included a movie on
o,i I nip vrtcni
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Above, a view of Chattanooga, Tennessee; the city that inspired a senior student's poetic I.S. (Photo by AP).
tentionality on my part. As a poet, I
have many obsessions things that
continually appear in my poems re-
gardless of subject matter or form.
One such obsession, and consequent-
ly one motif, is food. In one of my
poems I wrote, "Your veins turned
to cold bacon, streakedby smoke
and elbow grease. The good stuff
babies, nicotine, hard work, God
suddenly cloggedthen split like an
egg in the pan." Another says, "She
smelledof potpourri and Huddle
House cookswho wooed her with
their Diet Cokes." Yet another reads,
"Fat hangs like pockets turned out,
denselike meat and potatoes, like
secondhand smoke." At this point,
I should mention that heart disease
and lung cancer are also common
themes. Not surprisingly, consider-
ing the high cholesterol diets, the
focus on history and the retelling of
family legends, many of my works
are eulogies. Again, the series comes
full circle because, in many ways, it is
a eulogy to Chattanooga itself.
But of course, the city is not dead.
experiences
tourism in Papua, New Guinea, a
film about the role of women in rap
videos and "Cannibal Tours," which
focused on the perceptions of indig-
enous groups. .
The films are typically followed by
an optional discussion so that stu-
dents can express their reactions to
the film.
The Culture Club also has a cook-
ing night, tentatively scheduled for
Feb. 18.
Participants will cook with a stu-
dent from the Ambassador Program
and the menu will likely feature jerk
chicken and tofu.
Culture Club T-shi- rts will soon be
on sale as well.
While the shirts will probably in-
corporate some aspects of the So-
ciology and Anthropology depart-
ment, anyone will be welcome to
purchase them.
A small donation will be made to
a local community charity for every
shirt sold..
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On the contrary, it thrives, despite
and because of the history and peo-
ple it has lost. Perhaps another one
of my poems best summarizes my
feelings toward my hometown and
my I.S. It is a consideration of the
past and an expectation toward the
future: "She digs a gravethe size
of a fist, a cup of wetness rimmed
by ripped roots.At the dimple in
the land, her fingers falterbetween
what is now and what will be. Like
the hills,her history is rolling,
turning over and over in her hands."
As I look into the horizon of my
post-colle- ge self, I want to think of
myself as this girl, holding my life in
my hands, contemplating it as a ro-
tating whole.
At the end of my first year at
Wooster, a wise old senior told me
that I.S. was about the journey, not
the destination. Sure, she said, it will
be nice to finish with an impressive
project, but the process is where the
true value lies. Throughout my I.S.
drive, I've learned she was right.
For me, the act of writing is even
more significant than that the po-
ems themselves, and I know of no
other undergraduate experierice that
would allow me to pursue poetry in
such an in-de- pth but flexible way.
Besides the time to read and write
and generally do what I love to do,
I.S. has given me a chance to work,
closely with an amazing editor, pro-
fessor Dan Bourne. The Copeland
Fund awarded me a grant to study
poetry and place in a new environ-
ment: I leave for San Miguel de Al-len- de,
Mexico in a week. I've learned
to be creative on demand and to edit
like a fiend. I've learned that some
days you need coffee and some days
you need wine. Mostly I've learned
that you've got to keep the wheel
turning, even when you think you're
stuck in the mud.
My wheel turned me from home
and spun me through four years of
college. Now, loaded with nicks and
scars and many poems, it's begin-
ning to close the circle rolling
away from these Ohio plains, back
toward Tennessee's mountains.
Interested in writing or
Features?
We're looking.to expand our coverage to include more
creative works and essays by Wooster students.
If you have an excerpt from a creative Independent Study,
anide.a for a human interest story or just want to write but
need ideas for a topic, please contact Emily Bartelheim at
EBartelheim12wooster.edu.
Students can happily drink their multiple daily coffees without killing
8,573 trees by using reusable COW mugs (Photo by Linda Kuster).
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Voice Valentines: COWstudents send messages of love
To: Samira El-Ada- wy
From: Secret Person
You have made my
Vooster experience very
special!
To: LittCe and LittCe!
'From: Bij
From my tilths, 'Big
Coves you CwtCi!
To: Rachel Messenger
Frcm: Chunks
Tina to thur.k. Let's
be honest.
To: "B-r- l Tarpey.
Frow.: Adrlana H-oaf- e
Pick a place for owe hot
date, tonight!
.'.
To: Marma Osler-Be- al
From: Mr. Peanut
Hove you soo muclt and I
am so Happy you joined foe
Pi Kappa sisternood!
To: Manana
From: Rudick
To my Valentine, we
have our fun but I love ya
buddyl
from: Margaret
Vo-yo- w want to-go-g- et
yomefoodR
Yotv know. . . the '
code;)
To: Ben Harris
From: Hafsa Ishraq
U are fat and stupid
but I love you :- -)
Toi tlsy "&ledsoe
rtemng
Frowi: you wo
I love wfltelng up to
your pretty faee every
w-orntn-
gl
To: K:;ffle sccci:r
Fro: Eric HolzuX
:
noses ere panic, vioicis
Comnt ci-r- lis':cK 1ftlixea vi'iyea. Willill
yea please d:te r.e?
To: Mossy l
From: Medallion
Happy birthday yyy I
To; T-R-Av and fcean
Frow.: your hall
you. guys art too
i-viu-
ehl you. kvtfltee 2nd
floor Wayne side what
tt Ul
To: Sara Teueaw
From: Izzy
You're the best roomie.
ever! ,
I
To: Trovi Harmon
from: Jen no
Gnolcck
You rock :) let'
piny zombie!
To: imre
From:'The women's
6asfet6aCCteam
It: S&cila, and V&vc
76&i4 fat leading t6e
1occe cveicf week!
To: My favorite
cheesehead
From: Someone who also
cries during Toy Story 3
Though I still think you
should technically be a L-
ion's fan, you look so cute
in the giant foam hat I'll
make an exception. Happy-on- e
year and Valentine's
day... you can take me to
Happy Dog anytime
To: Audacious Juice
Frou: couvvt u stacks
every time I see a tur--
tie w,ontaae, I think of
wou. No one drops beats
Uke us or dakvees with
their eyes like you do?
Roonues --f lyfe...
-
To: Mem end Dad
Frcm:Msd
i irl i! r??f
,s' e
ttZClT." II. 3 YCU3
--- I.f.;ucn I3V8:
3
To: Kelly end A!i$a
From: A
Remember, if you kiss, I
tell.
To: Brokers oi XI CMPsi
From: ngger
love you all!
.
To: Charlotte
Frcm: BsniES
Begs ana ksses to tr.e
test little ever!
To: Maggie
From: Mike
Thank you for three
wonderful years. I love
you.
'pram: Idam 'Kr&fi
To: Mom
From: Travis
JCappy (Birthday and
VaCentine's Day!
To: Emily T
From: Voice Staff
We miss you! Hope
you're having a great time
in Italy!
To: Bornheutter
Basement
Froku: ;lna
Try to keep It together
this valentine's fcay,
Ladles. '
TO: 4444
From: Tony
Thanks lor raging and
crying alter sex!!!!! nappy
V-Day- !!!!
e
'
Wafity V-V- ty! 7
made zit& xt fiut--
fiue!
Toi Linda
fromi Voice Staff
Thank forbeina-- 'awPiuX
rJiLivn,ur i
To: our Readers
From,: volae staff
Thawtes for reading
the voice!
To: Mom and Dad
From: Hannah
Thx 4 everything.
Happy V-Da- y! Love,
Your doting daughter
Hannah
To: The lsSies ol 6ll
From: Tne Crtad
X'sandO's
Forever
To: fcevln Johkvs
From.: your Adwirtr
I Love you and I want
to be with you for the
rest of n,y life, you
fenOW Who I flkVt.
To: T.T
From: Your Secret Ad-mie- rs
I watch you in Lowry
To: 'MdriaCi
'From: QharCotte
I Core you so much!
To: Born Basement
From: 038
I love you girls with all
my 3 Do work.
7y: 7ed Day
tltx
t&e cuind icHcatU my
To: Xl Chi PC 2.0.
Frotu: Ale Hawim.tr-sloug- h
I inherit the future!
you are carrying the
fraternity on ijour
back!
To: Lizzy Frccrr.nn
Frcm: Ar.cr.yrr.caj
Cirlflfra'(!i::laf
ycurstyb.
Ilcppy Vclcriino's
Day!
To: T-R- bs
Fro: Vtrc 5ns.
No owe bags culte
lltee youl
To: Our in-fo- ol
bconbog
from: OJ8
Thonk for oUroct-in- g
oil Ihc hoUic.
To: Brandon fool
from: Anonymous
I secretly Co ved your
moostacCic! Core you
'Bnindon!
lot (Had
from: D
There nothing like
eelng your lip pucker
when you uck on Ihoe
lemonI
To: Matt M., Pave P.,
Andrew Andrle R..,
Phil P.
From-- : Thorn,
I'll walkthrough the
northern passage hold-
ing your hand any
day.
From: Iceman 'Jfouse
To: grand' Com
(By far my favorite
JlCmfe, Iceman niS
my socfs off.
To; nilary ana Katie
From: Sam
I nope Bom ol you
have a great valentine's
Day. I! I could, I would
he totti ol your valen-
tines.
10: 7lytcctt
7(iU (fon Cc my vatcttr
tine? HUt& ev4at 7 juit
teM. tyaA, ttat'i tdi(f 1
M.U it. 7 titU (ua&f
To: Punkface
From: Emily
Don't worry, I'll still be
your valentine even though
I can beat you at Guitar
Hero. 3(hu.
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IS. Theatre
Madelyn Halstead
Editor in Chief
Independent Study season is well
underway here at The College
of Wooster. In the theater and dance
department, seniors are gearing up for
this weekend's I.S. productions. The
productions, featuring Lindsay Phillips,
Jacqueline Komos, Nina Takas, George
Myatt and Owen Reynolds, began on
Wednesday and will run through to-
morrow evening.
Phillips, whose production aired on
Wednesday and will be performed again
on Friday, focused her I.S. on reducing
and deconstructing Igor Stravinsky's
"Rite of Spring." The piece entitled,
"The Regular Season," analyzes the
storyline associated with the score, ex-
ploring the interrelationship between
community, worship and self-sacrifi- ce.
Although ' Phillips looked for-
ward to her performance with ex-
citement, she admits that she likes
the rehearsal process far more
than the performances. "It's really
hard for me to present dances to
an audience I've always likened
it to sending your child to his or
her first day of school: you know
nothing bad will happen to them
and you're only a phone call away,
but you're still a little concerned
that they're going to get bullied at
recess," said Phillips.
Phillips continued, "I spend a lot of
time putting movement onto my danc-
ers and then asking myself, 'can I do
better?' So I'll edit parts here and there
and slowly the piece gets closer to what
I initially envisioned."
In addition to the creative compo-
nent, which Phillips is now presenting
she also keeps a personal dance journal
where she records and depicts her re-
hearsal and choreographic thoughts.
Komos created a devised perfor-
mance called "Kuvugurura." Based
Productions
upon her recent visit to Rwanda, Ko-
mos conducted a performance eth-
nography exploring the Rwandan
Genocide of 1994. A mixed-med- ia
performance, the piece encompasses
aspects of dance, narrative and film.
The production focuses
specifically on an indi-
vidual survivor of the
genocide Immacu-le- e
Ilibagiza. The piece
features Jasmine Vereen
'13 as Ilibagiza and also
opened on Wednesday.
The piece will air again
for a last time tonight.
Komos commented that
although the content of
her I.S. has been very dif-
ficult and emotionally
draining at times it was
well worth the effort.
"I am beginning to truly
understand who I am and
what is important in life,"
she said. Throughout
the process Komos not
only learned a lot about
Ilibagiza but also from her
struggle.
"Immaculee's witness
of love and forgiveness
has truly transformed my
worldview and how I view
others, myself and God. The
I hope to share this with (Poster
other in 'KuviiEiirura',"
she said.
Takacs' I.S. production, "Termi-
nus" involves acting in three differ-
ent scenes, from "Sweeny Todd,"
"Terminus," and "Our Town." In
producing each of these differ-
ent scenes Takacs applied acting
methods in order to see how one's
technique or approach to acting
may or may not change the overall
production.
Takacs commented that a main com
i i i r
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Uschak demonstrates the
(Photo by Bob West).
International Culture Show.
Uschak showed up to last Mon-
day's lesson in loose yoga pants and
listened to rap music as she stretched
in preparation for the lesson.
"I've been wanting to teach Ukrai-
nian dance during my whole career
here at college," she said as a few girls
filtered into the room. "I think it's
UkrainianDance Classes
Colleen O'Neil
Voice Staff
Sarah Uschak '11 is bringing a
taste of Slavic culture to Wooster
through Ukrainian folk dance. For
the last three weeks of fall semester,
Uschak began teaching folk dance
classes. The program has started up
again for the spring.
Uschak, an anthropology major
from Houston, Texas, has famil-
ial ties to Ukrainian culture. Like
many other Ukrainian immigrants,
Uschak's family established them-
selves culturally at a local church.
Uschak has danced for eight years
with the Zhuravli Ukrainian Danc-
ers of Houston under the direction
of her aunt. 1
The Zhuravli Ukrainian Dancers
of Houston is a group dedicated to
preserving the traditional folk danc-
es, culture and music of Ukraine.
The group was started in 2000, and
has performed at cultural festivals
around the state since then.
To bring her passion for dance
and culture to back Wooster, Us-
chak taught classes through the
Let's Dance Society two years ago.
Last semester, she and fellow dancer
Cathy Trainor '1 1 organized a color-
ful folk dancing performance at the
ponent of her I.S. has been to develop
a working definition of "theatricality."
A word that has been highly debated
since the inception of realism in the
nineteenth century the definition of
theatricality comes in. many different
. II
poster for the IS Productions
by George Myatt).
forms. "Some suggest that theatricality
has to do with spectacle, showiness or
melodrama, while others say that it is
a fraudulent representation of reality
that perpetuates dishonesty and is det-
rimental to society," said Takacs.
Myatt's piece, entitled "The Elec-
tric Current," is an investigative per-
formance that explores how gender
is performative and how sexuality is
fluid. The performance is composed of
come to WoosterStudents
1
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basics of Ukranian Dance
really important to represent Polish
and Ukrainian culture to highlight
the diversity of our campus. It's
great to finally be doing something.
Plus it's a great workout."
Since the classes started this term,
six to seven students usually attend
lessons regularly. Uschak is current-
ly in discussions with the Ambassa
WoosterStreetStyle
.
Showcasing personal styie on campus
Seniors Katie Ball, Kristin Whitlock, Kali Fend and Lauren Camac-c- i
proudly display their shirts for "I Love Female Orgasm" (Photo
by Linda Kuster).
Premiere on Campus
three scenes from three different plays,
'Take Me Out" by Richard Greenberg,
'Angels in America, Part I" by Tony
Kushner and "Cloud Nine" by Caryl
Churchill.
Myatt indicated that he chose these
plays with the hopes of challenging
the cultural understanding of gender
and sexuality in Western society. "It's
going to be a shocking performance,
meaning I want the audience to think
more about how we construct iden-
tities based on gender and sexuality
and how those spectrum of. identities
can become invisible and oppressed,"
he said.
Reynolds is performing an orig-
inal story previously composed in
his Feminism and Theater Class
with Dr. Season Ellison Ph.D last
spring. Since its organization,
Reynolds has continued to adapt
the work for the stage. The com-
position was written to echo an-
cient storytelling techniques fo-
cusing on the Alaskan narrative.
In exploring these early styles
of performance in juxtaposition
with the contemporary'and spec-
tacular aspects of performance
Reynolds hopes to discern if the
audience will receive the produc-
tion differently depending on how
the story is told.
Phillips, Komos and Reynolds'
pieces will all be showing tonight'
at 8:15 p.m. while Takacs and
Myatt's pieces will be showing
tomorrow evening at 8:15 p.m..
Tickets are free for students and
are available for purchase at the
Freedlander box office. With lim-
ited seating the theater and dance
department encourages students
to purchase tickets in advance.
Saturday's performers also en-
courage audience members to stay
after the productions' conclusion
for a brief talk-ba- ck session.
.
dors Program to organize a Slavic
' culture show to give her students a
chance to perform. .
Ukrayins'ki Narodno-Stsenich- ni
Tanfsi, or Ukrainian Folk-Sta- ge
Dances, are stylized representations
of traditional dances and their char-
acteristic movements choreographed
for concert dance performances.
This stylized art form has evolved
over history so much that few pure-
ly traditional dances remain today.
Ukrainian immigrants brought their
native traditions to the lands they
settled, largely in Canada, Austra-
lia, the United States, and South
America. Many village dances had
survived the trip abroad and kept
their traditional place at community
gatherings.
Ukrainian dance is a vibrant dis-
play of music and energy. Color-
ful, flowing costumes embroidered
with flowers and adorned with rib-
bons whirl as the dancers skip and
spin to the tune of lively traditional
instrument ensembles. Along with
traditional pysanky otherwise
known as Easter eggs it is one of
the most characteristic examples of
'Ukrainian culture.
Classes are held on Mondays at 7
p.m. and Thursdays at 5:30 p.m. in
Stevenson Hall's dance studio.
This week's Wooster Street Style spotlights a popular graphic on t-sh- irts
across campus the statement 7 Love Female Orgasm." Intrigued about
the origin of these ttilating tops, WSS caught up with these four ladies and
asked where they got them...
Learn more about the "big 0" from the most popular topic sex educa-
tors Marshall Miller and Rachel Dart. Orgasm aficionados and begin-
ners of all genders are welcome to come learn about everything from
multiple orgasms to that mysterious G-sp- ot. Want to learn how to have
your first orgasm, or how to have better ones, or how to help your girl-
friend? It's all covered with humor, honesty and message of sexual
health and women's empowerment.
Are you coming? February 11 at 7p.m. in McG.tw Chapel
Visit our blog for more style inspiration
style.thewoostervoice.com
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Art & Activism Come Together
The definition of an activist is not
easy to write, but the image of one is
easier to visualize. We commonly see
these people
plastered over
the television
advocating
and scream-
ing for human
rights, equal
George Myatt recogni
tion of a cause
or preservation of the environment.
But how often are we exposed to ac-
tivists who are also artists, trying to
broadcast a message to the public?
For theater, activism has taken
direct and indirect approaches to
reach an audience. Theater is not
just for entertainment, it has the ca-
pability to make us think. On the
surface, the musical "Wicked" is an
extravagant musical, but there is an
underlying message about 'how we
interpret history.
Some forms of activism can creep
into productions, whether is it high-
lighting a larger problem in society
or bringing to focus and attention to
a disenfranchised group of people.
Not all productions are calling for
radical change, but asking or allow-
ing the audience to think about what
is on happening on stage can lead to
some form of it.
"A Doll's House," by Henrik Ibsen,
is considered today to be a feminist
play, but truthfully, that is not the
case at all. Yes, Nora did leave her
husband, Torvald, Xo escape his op-
pressive nature and unfair treatment
she was standing up for herself.
In reality, Ibsen was attempting to
highlight the bigger problem: what
happens when patriarchy and capi-
talism rule the world.
If this play was written from a
feminist perspective, Nora would
have heavily criticized her husband's
actions as a patriarchal figure, at-
tacking him head on rather than re
sisting andstepping awayJrom his
tight grip of control.' Plus, this play
was written and produceiTm' the late
1800s, well before the world fully
experienced the waves of feminist
thought and activism. By giving the
audience the opportunity to think
about the events that unfolded in the
story, Ibsen established a platform
for theater to act as a reflective point
for people to observe and analyze
what happens in their culture.
Many thespians may overlook this
point, but musical theater has an activ
ist bone too. .The famous rock-ope-ra
musical "RENT by Jonathan Larson
constantly shouts a particular line
throughout the story: 'Act up, fight
AIDS!" Why this message? Larson was
in New York City during the '80s and
'90s and was witnessing first-ha- nd how
the disease was wreaking havoc on all
walks of life. So, he wrote the libretto,
music and lyrics and formed a piece
of art creatively punching through
how everyone, whether they were gay,
straight, wh'ite, African American, His-
panic, rich or poor was being affected by
the AIDS crisis. Unfortunately for Lar-
son, he died the night before the show's '
debut This 1996 Tony award-winni- ng
production captured the minds and
hearts of many people, helping carry
along a momentum to call for change
at all levels.
What we see on stage can amaze
and inspire us. However, we should
never forget that a performance on
stage has true potential to make us
think about we see and question our
surroundings. Either way, the activ-
ist in the artist is sometimes hidden
purposefully in order to allow their
cause or message to transcend theat-
rically through a production.
George Myatt is an Arts & Enter-
tainment Editor for the Voice. He can
be readied for comment at GMyattl
wooster.edu
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Super Bowl
Graham Zimmerman of
Sports Editor in
Super Bowl XLV started off
quickly for the Green Bay
Packers, who gained a 14-- 0 lead by
the end of the second quarter. After at
deferring the kick and giving the
Steelers the ball to start the game,
the Packers' defense gdt an impres-
sive three-and-o- ut stop, against a
very experienced Steelers offense.
Before the game many people
had questions about whether or not
Green Bay quarterback Aaron Rodg-e-rs
could come through for his team
on the big stage. Rodger.s had no
problem answering these questions
when he led the Packers downfield
early in the first quarter to score a
touchdown.
This score was quickly followed
by a Nick Collins interception when
Pittsburgh quarterback Ben Roeth-lisberg- er
underthrew Steelers wide
receiver Mike Wallace. From then on in
history would be against the Steel-
ers; no team has ever overcome a
10-poi- nt deficit to reclaim the lead in
a Super Bowl.
The Steelers did, however, gain .
an advantage in the second quarter
when Packers cornerback Charles
Woodson broke his collarbone dur-
ing an attempted interception.
This injury was only one in a series
ends in a victory for the Green Bay Packers
injuries that plagued the Packers
the first half.
Other injuries included Nick Col-
lins, Sara Shields and Donald Driver.
With all of these injuries it seemed
likely that the Steelers had a chance
breaking the trend and making
one of the most spectacular come-
backs in American sports history.
Entering halftime, the score of the
game was 21-1- 0. Although Green
Bay was in the lead their spirits were
noticeably deflated by the loss of
several of their key starting players
due to injury.
It was during halftime, however,
that Woodson tried to approach his
team. Unable to speak and overcome
with emotion, his attempt at rousing
his teammates still had a signifigant
impact on their approach to the sec-
ond half. . .
Despite opening up.the second half
with the ball, the Packers were un-
able to put points on the board early
the third quarter. In response to
the Packers' punt, tfie Steelers im-
mediately marched down the field
and scored on a Rashard Menden-ha- ll
eight-yar- d touchdown run. This
score changed the momentum of the
game and placed the Steelers within
four points of the Packers.
Unable to respond, the Packers
punted the ball back to the Steelers
who once again marched down the
0
r
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The Green Bay Packers defeated the Pittsburgh Steelers 31-2- 5 on Sunday Nght to win
the franchise's fourth Super Bowl. Packers quarterback Aaron Rodgers was declared the
game's Most Valuable Player (Photo Courtesy of AP).
field. However, this time they were
unable to make it to the endzone and
had to settle for a 52-ya- rd field goal
attempt and a chance to narrow the
Packers' dominant lead. Unfortu-
nately for the Steelers, kicker Sam
Suisham missed his kick by about 30
feet leaving the score at 21-- 17
Despite this turn of events, the be-
ginning of the fourth saw a turning
of the tide when Packers linebacker
Clay Matthews forced a fumble from
the hands of Mendenhall. The Pack- -
i
Despite having won two previous Super Bowls Ben Roethlisberger was unable to lead a
comeback against the Green Bay Packers on. Sunday after the Packers took at 14-- 0 lead
after the first quarter (Photo Courtesy of AP).
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ers then took full advantage of the
turnover when Rodgers connected
with wide reciever Greg Jennings on
a eight-yar- d touchdown pass.
With 7:34 left in the fourth quar-
ter, Roethlisberger hiked the ball and
option pitched it to Antwaan Randle
El, who then glided into the end
zone. The play brought what was
once a 21-- 3 deficit to a three-poi- nt
difference, 28-2- 5.
On the Packers' next drive, follow-
ing a first down sack and a false start
penalty, quarterback Aaron Rodgers
faced a third-and-- 10 deep in Steelers
territory. As the Steelers fans waved
their Terrible Towels and the Steel-
ers' offense put their helmets back on
in anticipation, the momentum had
.
seemed to turn at last to Pittsburgh.
That feeling, however, quickly van-
ished into the North Texas night.
Rodgers stepped backward into
the pocket on third down and saw
the green and yellow of Greg Jen-
nings' uniform streaking between
Pittsburgh players Ike Taylor and
Troy Polamalu.
The football rocketed out of Rod-
gers hand and flew between Taylor
and Polamalu. It landed right into"
the fingertips of Jennings for a 31-ya- rd
completion. First down.
Although it did not win the Pack-
ers the Super Bowl, that play forever
halted any chance the Steelers had
to finish their comeback. By the time
the drive was over, the Packers had
extended their lead to 31-2- 5 and left
only two minutes on the clock.
Most importantly, they silenced
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the Steelers. After failing to com-
plete three straight passes on their
last drive, the final one being on
fourth-and-fiv- e, Roethlisberger and
the Steelers handed the ball and the
Vince Lombardi trophy to Green
Bay Wisconsin.
The Packers overcame a furious
rally by the Steelers and key injuries
to Woodson and Driver to extend
the Packers record of titles to thir-
teen, nine before the Super Bowl era.
"We've been a team that's overcome
adversity all year," Jennings said af-
ter the game. "Our head captain goes
down, emotional in the locker room.
Our number one receiver goes down,
more emotions are going, flying in
the locker room. But we find a way to
bottle it up and exert it all out here
on the field."
The Green -- Bay Packers never let
the emotions, the rally by the Pitts-
burgh Steelers or being the sixth,
seed in the NFC shake their confi-
dence. The night before the game,
with Jennings loosely singing next
to the piano in the hotel lobby, head
coach Mike McCarthy had his team
fitted for Super Bowl rings. Although
some critics may have disagreed with
that move if they had lost, it cannot
be denied that the Packers won.
"That was just a vote of confi-
dence for us," Woodson later said.
"Get fitted for your ring. I don't
know when we'll get them, but it'll
fit." The Lombardi Trophy is re-
turning to Green Bay, the original
Super Bowl champions. For some
reason that fits just as well.
entertain
first il.ne. It involves a little kid
dressed in a full Darth Vader cos- -
tume trying to impose "The Force"
on random objects.
When the dad comes home from
work, he attempts to use "The
Force" on his Volkswagen. This
time it woiks, and the kid is dumb-
founded. However, it was just dad
nies.Miig around with the remote-sta- rt
button on the keys. This was
definitely the cutest ad of the night,
and provided an excellent display
of my future Halloween costume.
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It should he clear from the start
that this is more -- of a statement
than an advertisement. Chrysler
bought a full two minutes of air--tim- e,
making this the longest Super
Howl commercial cur and hope-t'n'-- y
wasn't using your tav do!!. us.
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Track andfield steps up
Mike Haggerty
Sports Editor
track ami (k-l-d team took aTin'major step toward a success-
ful .season last Saturday at the Polar
Bear Invitational, which was hosted
by Ohio Northern University. The
women's team took second place and
the men's team finished third in over-
all competition. Both of these indi-
cate the possible success the Wooster
track and field teams could have this
season. Last week the women placed
fifth and the men placed sixth at the
NCAC Relays.
The women fell just shy of host
team Ohio Nothern's Hi.'i points
with 1'iS points. Abcna Boaniah-Acheapo- ng
finished first in the
high jump with a five-fe- et one-inc- h
mark and Taylor Morgan '13 won
the MKMiietcr rim.
o
The number of
NFL games that
may be played next
season if die NFL
Player's Associa-
tion does not form
a new Collective
Bargaining Agree-
ment with the NFL
owners. The players
and owners are in
disagreement over,
several key factors,
including weather
or not to extend
the NFL season to
18 regular season
games and what
role the NFL should
have in maintaing
the long-ter- m health
of its players.
Super Bowl ends but
Since the Super Bowl on Sunday,
a new question has arisen within
the American football spectrum.
Will there
be any
football
played in
the year
2011? In
March,
the cur-- r
e n tMIKE
HAGGERTY
Bar-- '
gaining
Agreement between the National
Football Ixague ownership and
the NFL Players' Union will ex-
pire. This expiration could result
in a lockout that would mean no
football next season.
There are several key factors
that are causing this conflict. The
first major issue is the extension
of the NFL season. Currently the
NFL has a 16-ga- me regular sea-
son. Many 6T the team owners are
seeking to extend the current for-
mat into an 18-ga- me season. The
major reason behind this exten-
sion is simple: more money. It is no
secret that professional football is
the niost popular sport in America.
Almost every game for every team
is a sell-o- ut and more games would
mean more money for the owners
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In addition, Veronique Jones '13
dominated the women's shot put
with an impressive toss of 33 feet
eight inches. The performance of the
day, however, went to Stephanie Mc-Sha- ne
'1.1, who managed victories
in both the five-met- er dash and the
200-met- er dasli with times of 7.71
seconds and 28.34 seconds.
The Wooster men also had some
impressive performances, including
a third place finish in the pole vault
event by .lay Marshall '14 with an
impressive mark of 1 1 feet, 1 1 inch-
es. David Brew '1 4 took fourth place
in the pole vault with a mark of 10
feet, 1 1 inches.
Josh Kime '1 1 also represented the
Fighting Scots well with a second
place finish in the shot put with a
toss of 41- - feet, one inch. Next week
the Scots will travel to Westerville,
Ohio and compete to win the All-Oh- io
Championships,
i
The number of
games lost by the
Wooster men's bas-
ketball team this
season. Last Sat-
urday the Wabash
College Little Gi-
ants ruined the Scots
perfect season, beat-
ing Wooster by one
point in a thrilling
69-6- 8 overtime fin-
ish. This weekend
the Scots will face
NCAC rival Witten-
berg University for
the second time this
season. In the first
match-u- p the Scots
came away with a
65-5- 8 victory.
i
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Roger Goodell is managing the current discussion between the NFL Players Association
and NFL ownership over the developing Collective Bargaining Agreement. If an agree-
ment is not reached a lockout during next season is possible (Photo Courtesy AP).
and the league. Many players feel that
the 16-ga-me season is too grueling
and hazardous to their health to be
extended an additional two games.
This concern is directly connected
to another major divide between the
players and the ownership over the
NFL obligation to protect the long- -
Men's basketball suffers first loss
Travis Marmon
Sports Editor
There was a deflated feeling inTimken Gymnasium on Sat-
urday afternoon. As a small group of
fans from Wabash College chanted in
excitement as Wooster fans slowly
shuttled out of the building feeling
the very unusual sensation of their
team: losing.
The Scots' ipiest for a perfect sea-
son was finally brought to an end by
the Little Giants (17-- 4, 9-- 4 NCAC),
who won 9-- 8 in overtime as Wes
Smith ripped the ball out of . the
hands of Ian Franks '11 with one
second left to play.
Wooster ('.'0-- 1, 11- -1 NCAC) bat-
tled from behind for most of the sec-
ond half and overtime in one of the
season's most exciting clashes.
With the teams tied at 34 at half-tim-e,
Bryan Wicklifle 'l 1 established
himself as the player w ho would car-
ry the-Scot- s for the rest of the game,
grabbing an offensive rebound and
converting a three-poi- nt play to give
Wooster a 37-3- 4 lead with 19 min-
utes left, and adding to his US-po- int
total that would lead all scorers.
1 lowever, Aaron Zinnernan's three-point-er
with Hi minutes left would
give Wabash a 42-3- 9 lead.
The Little Giants stayed in front
until Franks capped an 8-- 0 run with
one minute left to put the Scots
ahead 63-6- 2. Wicklifle would head to
the line on the next possession, but
he missed the first of his two free
throws, which proved to be crucial.
Justin Warnes '12 committed a foul
on the ensuing Wabash possession,
and Smith knocked down both free
throws to tie the game at 64. Nathan
Balch 'l 1 missed the mark on an at-
tempt at a game-winni- ng jumper as
time ran out in regulation.
The Little Giants jumped out to a
69-6- 4 lead in overtime on two bas-
kets by Derek Bailey. Wicklifle hit
two free throws and a jump shot to
make it a 69-6- 8 game, and Franks
gathered a defensive rebound with
1 ,'i seconds left and tried to set up the
last shot.
Unfortunately, the shot was nev-
er taken and the hall wound up in
Smith's hands tor his fifth steal of
the game, sealing the victory for the
Little Giants.
The Scots are now tied for first
place in the conference with Witten-
berg University ( 15-- 5. 11-- 1 NCAC),
and played Obcrlin College (2-2- 0,
1-
-1 J NCAC) on Wednesday after
press time. They will play at Witten-
berg tomorrow night at 7:;i() p.m. in
the hopes of taking the top spot in
the NCAC back outright.
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term health of its players.
Studies have begun to show that
concussions can have long term ef-
fects on a person's memory and brain
health. This season the NFL began
with what the Huflington Post called
a "crusade against concussions." In
addition to fining players heavily
1
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Ian Franks looks for a shot in the Scots' first loss of the
season to the Wabash College Little Giants on Saturday
(Photo by Andrew Collins).
While the men now have their first
conference loss, the women's basket-
ball team is still searching for a vic-
tory. On Feb. 3, the Scots (2-1- 8, 0-- 10
NCAC) lost in a valiant comeback ef-
fort on the road against Hiram Col-
lege (12-- 8, 4-- 5 NCAC).
Wooster faced a nine-poi- nt defi-
cit at halftime, but Taylor Keegan
'11 scored 14 of her 18 total points
in the second half, as the Scots out-scor- ed
the Terriers 39-3- 4 in the pe-
riod. Wooster also held Hiram to less
than 30 percent shooting from the
field all game.
Unfortunately, the strong defen-
sive play and second half rally were
not enough to take down the Terri-
ers, as Hiram held on to win 64-6-0.
On Saturday, the Scots took on
undefeated, top-te- n ranked Denison
University (21-- 0, 10-- 0 NCAC) in
ui iU i
j
this season for hits that have been
deemed illegal, players began to
wear specially designed helmets.
Even Super Bowl MVP Aaron Rod-ge- rs
was wearing a specially made
helmet (hiring the Super Bowl to
combat concussions, having suffered
two during the season.
4
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Timken Gymnasium. The Big Red
played strong in the first half, taking
a 32-1- 5 lead into the break.
Wooster otitscored Denison in
the second half, 31-2- 9, but the defi-
cit was too much to overcome and
they ultimately fell 61-4- 6. The key
reasons were in the little aspects of
the game.
Although the Scots forced 16 turn-
overs, they only made five points out
of them, w hereas the Big Red scored
20 points ofT of 13 Wooster, turn-
overs. Denison had an additional 14
second-chanc- e points off of 20 of-
fensive rebounds.
The Scots played Oberlin College
(7-1- 3, 2-- 7 NCAC) on Wednesday af-
ter press time, and travel to Witten-
berg University (10-1- 1, 5-- 5 NCAC)
tomorrow for a 2 p.m. tip against the
archrival Tigers.
NFLfans
This debate over player health and
a longer season has created a major
divide between the players and own-
ers. Although the NFL has taken
steps this season to combat concus-
sions and illegal hits it makes little
sense to extend the season and put
the players through more wear and
tear if the leagues goal is to protect
their health. As long as the issues
are not resolved it seems unlikely
that a Collective Bargaining Agree-
ment will be reached before March
2011. Although it may seem that
the owners are only seeking to make
larger profits it should be noted that
the NFL is at a crucial junction in its
long history.
The NFL has never been more pop-
ular or more dominant in the world
of American athletics. The owners
are trying to take advantage of this
because they recognize that this may
not be die case for long, particularly
if a work stoppage takes place. Fans
generally are unsympathetic toward
work stoppages in professional ath-
letics; after olL it is hard to be a fan
of the National Football League if
no one is playing football. I think I
sxak for most fans when I say that I
hope the players and owners can find
a common ground and resolve this
conflict. Get back to playing fix)tbal
boys, or else none of you are going to
lie making money
